
Connecting With the 
Sunday Readings

We move one step deeper into the Easter season. We ought never to grow 
tired of thinking about the new life given to us through the death and Resur-
rection of Jesus. The Church uses a variety of New Testament accounts to 
keep fresh in our minds the memory of the Risen Christ. Today we accompany 
two disciples who appear to be heading in the wrong direction. They are 
leaving Jerusalem at a time when they should be hanging around with the 
other close friends of Jesus. 

Nevertheless, we can say that “Jesus goes after them.” Which is the way it 
is with our God. A poet once called God “the hound of heaven.” God was 
the pursuer and we are the pursued. God is not indifferent to us. In fact, the 
Divine most likely thinks about us and longs for us more than we do God. 
Imagine that! 

-by David Thomas, PhD, Co-Director, The Bethany Family Institute

Living the 
Word

In America we think of certain famous 
roads. There is Route 66 popularized 
in song and story, a road snaking its 
way toward the old west. There’s Route 
1, crawling its way down the eastern 
seaboard. And in the Bible, any list of 
important highways would have to 
include “the road to Emmaus,” a dusty 
path leading away from Jerusalem.

Two disciples, probably sad and deject -
ed, make their way from the city. When 
Jesus joins them along the way, they 
don’t recognize him. He asks the time -
less question, “What’s going on?” Their 
response highlights what for them was 
a great tragedy. Their leader, their friend, 
their hope for the future was killed in 
the worst of circumstances. He was 
crucified like a common criminal. With 
his death, their personal dreams for a 
better future were dashed.

We change scenes to a dinner table. 
The three of them are sharing bread. 
At an opportune moment, Jesus breaks 
the bread and suddenly the light goes 
on. They recognize him in this gesture. 
Perhaps they were reminded of the Last 
Supper. We don’t know. But it’s clear 
that the mood dramatically changes. 
They become excited, hopeful, and  
their hearts burn with love. They see 
reality di erently. Jesus is still with 
them. Everything else changes too. Life 
is filled with surprises. 

Isn’t that how it always happens? We’re 
with others, maybe family, but there’s 
no spirit of hope and joy between us. 
We might be complaining about the 
weather or discouraged by some recent 
setback. Then, someone sees humor in 
what’s happening, or someone recalls 
a wonderful incident from the past. A 
new surge of energy fills the space, and 
everyone smiles. It’s good to be alive. 
And Jesus was among the first to say 
this.       

Prayer
Loving God, help me to see the many 

times you come to me and I don’t even 
recognize you. Amen.

Third Sunday of Easter    
            

Gospel Word
Luke 24:13-35
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